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Key Issues in Next-Generation Web-Based Education
Vladan B. Devedžić

Abstract—This paper analyzes and categorizes limitations
and weaknesses of current Web-based educational technology,
suggests the steps to overcome them, and presents a framework
for developing next-generation Web-based educational systems.
It suggests developing Web-based educational applications with
more theory- and content-oriented intelligence, more semantic
interoperation between two or more educational applications, and
realistic technological support to achieve such kinds of flexibility.
Index Terms—Educational services, intelligent educational systems, ontologies, Web-based education.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

NTELLIGENT educational systems (IES) use methods
and techniques of artificial intelligence (AI) to improve the
processes of computer-based teaching and learning. Typically,
domain or instructional content of an IES (specifying what
to teach) is referred to as expert module, whereas different
teaching strategies (specifying how to teach) from the pedagogical module drive instructional sessions. Modeling the student’s
mastery of the topics being taught, in order to dynamically
adapt the process of instruction to the student (learner), is the
purpose of the student (learner) model. Some IES support
individual learning, where one human student learns from
the artificial tutor (the three modules just mentioned) and all
the communication goes through the interface module. Other
support collaborative learning, by enabling multiple students
to learn from the system as a group, interacting both with the
system and among themselves. All IES use various knowledge
representation and reasoning techniques from AI. IES shells
and authoring tools are integrated software environments that
support development of the actual systems.
In the context of Web-based education, educational material
is generally distributed over a number of educational servers.
It provides access to information and knowledge sources that
are practically unlimited, enabling a number of opportunities
for personalized learning, cheap and efficient storage and distribution of course materials, hyperlinks to suggested readings,
and many other advantages.
However, there are several problems with Web-based education that both teachers and learners face. Educational material
on the Web is still highly unstructured, heterogeneous, and distributed as everything else on the Web, and current learning and
authoring tools offer limited support in accessing and processing
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such material. The main burden of organizing and linking the
learning contents on the Web, as well as extracting and interpreting them, is on the human user.
II. COMPUTATIONAL INTELLIGENCE AND EDUCATION
In order to be useful to individual learners, Web-based IES
must be adaptive, since when learning from a Web-tutor there
is often no colleague or a teacher around to provide assistance as
in a normal classroom situation. Minimum adaptivity of an intelligent Web-based educational application includes collecting
some data about the student working with the system and creating the student model. It can be then used to adapt the presentation of the course material, navigation through it, its sequencing, and its annotation, to the student. Further possible
levels of adaptivity see [1].
Intelligence of both traditional and Web-based educational
systems means the capability of demonstrating some form of
knowledge-based reasoning in curriculum sequencing, in analysis of the student’s solutions, and in providing interactive example-based problem-solving support to the student.
Adaptivity and intelligence in the above sense are the two
most widely and most thoroughly studied issues of Web-based
IES. However, there are several other issues of Web-based education that have received little attention so far. Next-generation
Web-based educational applications should exhibit more theory
and content-oriented intelligence and adaptivity, pay more attention to interoperability, reusability, and knowledge sharing
issues, and look more closely to general trends in Web development. Web intelligence provides means for representing, organizing, and interconnecting knowledge of human educators
in a machine-understandable and machine-processable form, as
well as for creating intelligent Web-based services for teachers
and learners.
III. COMPONENTS OF INTELLIGENT WEB-BASED EDUCATION
Intelligent pedagogical agents provide the necessary infrastructure for knowledge and information flow between the
clients (learning and authoring tools) and the servers in the
context of Web-based education (Fig. 1). They are autonomous
software entities that support human learning by interacting
with students/learners and authors/teachers and by collaborating with other similar agents, in the context of interactive
learning environments [2]. Pedagogical agents access educational content on a server by using the services depicted in
Fig. 1. Authors develop educational content in accordance with
instructional design and human learning theories, to ensure
educational justification of learning, assessment, and possible
collaboration among the students. The server possesses enough
intelligence to arrange for personalization of the learning tasks
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Fig. 2. Semantic markup provides mappings between educational web pages
and ontologies ( —ontologies).

O

Fig. 1.

O —ontologies).

Inside an educational server (

it supports. In fact, from the learner’s perspective the server
appears to act as an intelligent tutor with both domain and
pedagogical knowledge to conduct a learning session.
The way to make the content machine-understandable, machine-processable, and hence, agent-ready, is to mark it up with
pointers to a number of shareable educational ontologies. Every
such an ontology should provide a set of knowledge terms, including the vocabulary, the semantic interconnections, and some
simple rules of inference and logic for some particular topic or
service [3]. For excellent and comprehensive introduction to ontologies in general, see [4]–[6].
Interoperability and knowledge sharing between different
educational applications can be achieved by using appropriate languages for representing ontologies and educational
content and services. Current trends in Web technology
suggest that appropriate representation languages include
XML, XML Schema, RDF, and RDF Schema languages [7],
all developed under the auspices of WWW Consortium
(http://www.w3.org/XML, http://www.w3.org/RDF). For
developing ontologies, higher-level languages built on top
, and
of those four (such as DAML, OIL,
OWL; see [8]), are a good choice. It is up to the developers
of authoring tools to provide support for creating Web pages
with educational content that points to appropriate ontologies
and with educational services that ensure easy and automatic
access of the content by means of pedagogical agents.

automated, ontology-supported, and agent-ready reasoning
services. That way, ontologies will provide the necessary
armature around which knowledge bases will be built [11].
For true, semantic interoperability of educational contents
and applications on the Web, it is necessary to root them
in the semantic Web, which sets grounds for developing
reusable educational Web-contents, Web-services, and applications [12]. Standard educational ontologies must cover a
number of areas and aspects of teaching and learning, such
as curriculum sequencing, student modeling, pedagogical
issues, grading, and many more [13]. However, work in that
direction is still at the beginning and many ontologies are
still missing. This is partially due to the lack of standard
vocabulary in the domain of education and instructional design.
There are several working groups and efforts toward such a
standard vocabulary (IEEE Learning Technology Standards
Committee — http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/ltsc/index.html,
Technical Standards for Computer-Based Learning, IEEE
Computer Society P1484—http://www.manta.ieee.org/p1484/,
IMS Global Learning Consortium, Inc.—http://www.imsproject.org/, and ISO/IEC JTC1/SC36 Standard — http://
jtc1sc36.org/), but no official standard yet.
Ontologies standardize and provide interpretations for educational contents on the Web. However, making the contents
understandable and processable by pedagogical agents requires
the corresponding educational Web pages to contain 1) semantic
markup[10], i.e., descriptions which use the terminology that
one or more ontologies define, and 2) pointers to the network of
ontologies, Fig. 2. Using ontologies as references in marking-up
educational pages and services on the Semantic Web enables
knowledge-based indexing and retrieval of services by pedagogical agents, agent brokers and humans alike, as well as automated reasoning about the services, such as how to use them,
what parameters to supply, what results to expect, and so on.
V. KEY ISSUES IN WEB-BASED EDUCATION BY CATEGORIES

IV. ONTOLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR WEB-BASED EDUCATION
As the technology advances, the Web of today is likely to get
gradually transformed into the semantic Web, a huge network
of machine-understandable and machine-processable human
knowledge, not just ordinary information [3], [7]–[10]. The
semantic Web (http://www.semanticweb.org/) is expected to
provide explicit representation of the semantics of data in the
form of various domain theories stored on many Web-servers
as a myriad of shareable ontologies, as well as advanced,

Fig. 3 sums up the important concepts and issues of
next-generation intelligent Web-based education as discussed
in Sections II–IV. Roughly speaking, there are three categories of issues: conceptual, technological, and tools-related.
Sections V-A–C describe them in detail.
A. Conceptual Issues
Each intelligent Web-based educational system should ensure for sharing and reuse of the course material, as well as for
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Fig. 3. Important issues of next-generation intelligent Web-based education.

interconnection with similar courseware and other appropriate
learning resources available elsewhere on the Web. The problem
is that most such systems today use different formats, languages,
and vocabularies for representing and storing the course material, as well as the teaching strategies they apply, the assessment
procedures, and the student models. Hence there is generally no
way for two different educational applications to interoperate
and share their teaching and learning contents even if they belong to the same domain.
A suitable way to overcome this problem is as follows. Typical learning objects and resources that authors usually build into
learning material and put on a Web page of an educational server
include multimedia learning objects, examples, questions, exercises, simulations, and the like. They should be possible to
specify using educational ontologies that provide machine-readable specifications of the essence of such concepts (e.g., the example ontology, question ontology, and exercise ontology). On
the other hand, the learning contents filled in the learning objects and resources should be properly annotated by means of
semantic markup, i.e., should use pointers to the corresponding
domain ontologies. These, in turn, enable sharing of domain
concepts and specialization of the concepts and vocabulary for
reuse across multiple applications.
Educational services on Web servers (Fig. 1) also must be
annotated to ensure that pedagogical agents can automatically
locate and invoke them on behalf of their users. For example, a
learner might want to send her agent to find a Web page that offers assessment on a certain knowledge topic. The agent will be
able to do so only if assessment services on different educational
severs contain semantic markup that the agent can interpret automatically. Again, both the agent and the service must pertain
to the same ontologies.
B. Technological Issues
The trends and the reality of the current technological support
must not be ignored when building a Web-based educational
application. For example, the scheme popularly called the Semantic Web “layer cake” [3], [14], Fig. 4, shows the necessary
languages and formalisms for representing data and knowledge
on the Semantic Web when building interoperable applications
with high degree of reusability and knowledge sharing. It shows
what is viable (or will be viable soon), and what educators and
developers must constantly bear in mind—instructional design
and learning theories are important, but are not enough. Note,
for instance, that XML/RDF languages are widely accepted,
have more-or-less standardized syntax, provide high degree
of interoperability between applications when exchanging
documents, and even offer some possibilities of representing

Fig. 4. Semantic web “layer cake” (after [2]).

semantics of knowledge and data on the Web [7]. However,
Web-based educational applications didn’t seem to pay much
attention to it until very recently. Most of them were based
just on HTML and on languages and formats other than those
from XML/RDF families for representing course materials.
Hence they were not semantic Web-ready, and would prove
difficult to extend and upgrade in terms of enabling semantic
interoperability with other applications, ontological support,
and reusability of course material. These facts constrained
even the otherwise important efforts and initial results in
developing educational ontologies, such as those of Mizoguchi
Lab (http://www.ei.sanken.osaka-u.ac.jp) [15].
C. Tools-Related Issues
It is difficult for authors who are not experts in Web-page
design to a create pages of a Web-based educational application
by using current authoring tools, such as TopClass, WebCT,
Authorware, and the like. Such tools do not support the authoring process in terms of providing guidelines and constraints
that should be satisfied. The guidelines might look as class
hierarchies based on a number of underlying ontologies.
The class hierarchies can drive the creation of coherent Web
pages, as in the Protégé-2000 tool for developing ontologies
(http://protege.stanford.edu/). From the author’s perspective,
such class hierarchies should describe the domain itself, as
well as various theories of learning and instructional design
process. Of course, nobody expects an authoring tool to be
able to support itself all possible domains and theories, but to
support easy access to Web pages (created by other authors)
that contain the class hierarchies mentioned, and use them as
points of reference.
To enable that, authoring tools should provide means for automatically inserting annotation with pointers to appropriate ontologies into the Web pages they produce. For example, a page
showing to the learners the contents related to various kinds of
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Fig. 5. GET-BITS essentials: (a) levels of abstraction (b) dimensions.

birds might contain several images and clippings from a library
that comes with the authoring tool. That page would be easy to
create by an author who is not an expert in Web-page development if the tool developers mark the contents from the library
with pointers to various ontologies related to birds. Moreover,
the resulting Web page itself would then be properly marked-up
and thus made machine-interpretable.
Ontologies themselves need not necessarily reside on the
same server as the specific Web-based educational application
that uses them. Generally, metadata about a document may
equally be located on another server and the IES may find them
and use them for inference.
Note also that current learning management systems (LMS)
like Blackboard CourseInfo or WebCT cannot be easily made
IES not only because they lack ontological support. They also
lack intelligent learner modeling, reasoning and adaptivity,
although they do provide presentation and management of
learning material and scenarios, as well as database management and administration of learners [16].
VI. GET-BITS
As an example of efforts that have just started in the direction of providing more intelligent and more flexible support for
next-generation Web-based educational applications, this section introduces the key ideas of GET-BITS, a framework for
building IES [13].
A. Earlier Accomplishments
One of the key ideas underlying the ever-evolving GET-BITS
framework comes from our work on software architectures of
intelligent systems [17]. An intelligent educational system on
the Web should be based on a layered, hierarchical scheme of
composition of its constituent parts—components and pedagogical agents—as shown in Fig. 5. All agents and components
are specified at one of five levels of abstraction, Fig. 5(a), and
along several dimensions (such as knowledge representation,
methods, and inference techniques), Fig. 5(b). Each such specification is essentially the ontology of the corresponding component, although in our earlier work on the GET-BITS framework
we didn’t put forth ontologies explicitly. Primitives are components like plain text, graphics, audio and video clips, logical
expressions, attributes, and numerical values. They are used to
compose units like rules, frames, and different utility functions.
These are then used as parts of certain building blocks that exist
in every educational system, e.g., learning objects, resources,
topics, lessons and teaching strategies. At the system level are

Fig. 6.

Using the builder pattern in designing explanation generator.

self-contained systems or agents like explanation planners, student modeling agents, and learning actors, all composed using
different building blocks. Finally, at the integration level there
are collaborative learning systems, distributed learning environments, and Web-based educational systems.
Along with software architectures, two other software
engineering aspects were given high priority and attention in
GET-BITS in the past—the use of software patterns in developing intelligent educational systems, and specifications of
interoperable software components to enable component-based
design of these systems. Our work related to software patterns
in educational systems continued along two major directions.
One was discovery of various kinds of IES-specific patterns in
educational systems, and the other one was related to application of well-known, generally applicable software patterns to
IES in order to provide more robust and more reliable design.
In both cases, GET-BITS provides specifications of the patterns
discovered/applied and the benefits of using them in system
analysis and design. As an example, Fig. 6 shows how to use
the well-known builder design pattern [18] in designing the
explanation generator in an IES. The example uses the standard
UML notation from object-oriented software engineering
and suggests implementing the building of explanation to the
learner in different classes/methods, according to the learner’s
knowledge level, whereas providing a common interface to
these classes/methods in an abstract class.
As for specifications of interoperable software components
for IES, earlier results in development of the GET-BITS framework include specifications, as well as concrete implementations using the Microsoft ActiveX model, of a number of interoperable software components covering various aspects of
curriculum presentation, learner modeling, and pedagogical issues (see [19] for details).
B. Current Development
Recent and ongoing work in further development of the
GET-BITS framework represents a certain shift from software
engineering aspects of IES development toward Web-based
education and links to standardization efforts. It is focused
on providing a firm ontological foundation for applying the
framework in practice. Starting from the work of other groups,
mentioned in Sections IV, VII, and IX, we are trying to develop
some educational ontologies (such as the explanation ontology,
the generator ontology—see Section VI-C and the exercise
ontology) that are essential in many applications and use them
as starting points for future work. Speaking architecturally,
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support for and declarative description of educational contents
and services. For example, a part of a simple RDF Schema
describing the picture and see also properties of explanations
may look like this.

Fig. 7. Ontologies provide armature around which knowledge bases should be
built [32].

each component of an intelligent educational system based on
GET-BITS relies on the corresponding ontology specified at
the appropriate level of abstraction.
As an illustration, consider the following hypothetical example. The author of an educational system in the domain of
astronomy may have developed an explanation of the concept
of planet. That explanation contains the elements defined in
the ontology of explanation specified by GET-BITS, such as
canned text, picture, example, and see also concrete contents
are filled-in by the author and are, of course, related to planets.
Also, each component can point to one or more ontologies
specified elsewhere on the Web. This is true especially for components at upper levels, since many such components define
contents and issues specific to teaching and learning domains
and pedagogical theories (in the above example, the explanation
of planet can point to the ontology of, say, celestial bodies). In
this way, all knowledge, reasoning, and learner-modeling elements in the system stick to a firm, shareable, and reusable ontological “armature,” Fig. 7.
In GET-BITS, most of learning objects and resources on an
educational server (atomic learning unit with some meaning
and contents, sequences of atomic units, exercises, and other
learning material) can be specified using ontologies defined at
Level 3 [see Fig. 5(a)]. Such educational ontologies coming
from GET-BITS and various domain ontologies serve as
common points of reference in structuring Web-based course
material.
Educational ontologies built in the context of GET-BITS
framework are still just experimental. However, we have
put forth important development principles from the very
beginning. First, we want our ontologies to gradually evolve.
In other words, we start from some small, largely incomplete
ontologies, and let them grow incrementally and iteratively
over time, as opposed to working on an elaborated, complex
conceptual design of ontologies for a long period of time before
actually deploying them. This way we want to avoid the “analysis paralysis,” i.e., the danger of just thinking about something
forever, without putting it to life [20]. Second, our ontologies
are being developed to exploit state-of-the-art languages and
tools support provided by WWW Consortium and fitting into
the semantic Web “layer cake” (Fig. 4). The reason is our belief
that educational ontologies should not be developed out of the
mainstream of actual WWW technology trends if we want
them to be really useful in application development.
GET-BITS is currently being improved in that direction.
Originally, it has addressed interoperability issues only in terms
of providing Java-based components to support development of
learning objects and reasoning services for educational applications. Currently, we pay much more attention to ontological

rdf:Property ID =“picture”i
rdfs:label i picture h/rdfs:label i
h rdfs:comment i URI of a picture related to
the explanation. h/rdfs:comment i
h/rdf:Property i
h rdf:Property ID =“seeAlso”i
h rdfs:label i see Also h/rdfs:label i
h rdfs:comment i URI of additional information
related to the explanation. h/rdfs:comment i
h/rdf:Property i
h

h

Since the GET-BITS view of both educational and domain
ontologies is that they should evolve, in the context of conceptual issues of next-generation Web-based education we advocate
starting with publishing a small set of ontologies on the Web.
Although in the beginning they will probably be poorly elaborated, they will still provide at least a limited initial semantic interoperability across pedagogical agents, courseware, tools, and
educational servers. If these ontologies initially prove to be really useful for developing real-world educational applications, it
makes sense to believe that they will get upgraded and extended
over time, as the corresponding knowledge accumulates [20]. If,
on the other hand, they fade away, it is highly likely that some
other, competing ontologies, possibly published elsewhere on
the Web, will gain more attention and will become more widely
used. Knowledge and expertise built into their content will incrementally grow, as developers find out what other useful content to put in. We have no evidence that things will go exactly
that way, but it is the belief of people from the semantic Web
community [3].
We also envision a possible pop-up of “ontology directories,”
i.e., specialized Web pages that will provide classification of and
access to a number of published ontologies (once they really do
get published), along with the other typical directory services
such as those provided today by general-purpose Web directories (e.g., Yahoo, Alta Vista, and the like). Domain-specific
ontology directories—e.g., a directory of educational ontologies—are likely to evolve and separate from general ontology
directories, possibly in the form of specialized Web portals.
Many other issues, however, still remain open (like who will
own educational ontologies on the Web, will there be any fee
for using them in educational applications, who will be authorized to modify them, and so on).
C. Evaluation and Future Work
So far, we have developed only two prototypes of intelligent
educational applications based on the current GET-BITS support, one in the domain of formal languages and automata, and
the other one in the medical domain of respiratory distress of patients in intensive care units. We performed only informal evaluation of their effectiveness. Whereas the pedagogical value of
these systems is still satisfactory only for beginner learners, we
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Fig. 8. Generator ontology at the conceptual level.

have learned the important lessons of what it really takes to develop ontologies [20], [21], and what kind of technology and
tools really provide at least partial semantic interoperability of
educational contents on the Web.
One of the lessons learned from the evaluation is that to increase the effectiveness of intelligent Web-based education requires ontological support not only for the learning content, but
also for the numerous processes that IES support. This is because a number of such processes can be turned into educational services, and some of them may have common structure
or properties. Similar conclusions on a more general level come
from the work of Hendler [3]. For example, there is often a need
to generate different kinds of intelligent output to the learner,
such as explanations, hints, or examples. All the corresponding
generators have much in common, hence should be based on a
common ontology—the generator ontology (Fig. 8). Each Generator generates some objects (Result) that are generally composite (e.g., an explanation may contain text, graphics, or even
links to more detailed explanations). It does it upon the request
from an external client. Generator “wraps-up” the concrete generator that does the real work. In fact, by making the concrete
generator a part of the generator the client configures the generator with a desired concrete generator. The concrete generator
then builds one part of the Result after another, getting the requests from the generator through the builder interface. Each
generator uses some built-in knowledge in order to generate its
objects, and it must do it in different contexts, depending on specific interactions with the learner. Also, it is desirable for each
such a generator to use the same process of generating objects
in all possible contexts. For example, knowledge may denote
rules that say how to generate an explanation or a hint of a specific type, and context may refer to the parameters of the learner
model.
Staying in line with our ontology development philosophy
outlined in Section VI-B, we developed such a common generator ontology without representing all possible details. Developing it at the full scale, to support all similar processes/services, is one focal point of our future work. Another one is
to make it conform with the efforts of some relevant research
groups outlined in Section IX.
VII. COMMON PREREQUISITES FOR APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
There are no standard ontologies in the domain of education
yet, hence many structural, semantic, and language differences constrain reusability of current Web-based educational
applications. The first step in improving this current situation

is the development of a standard educational vocabulary (see
http://www.ei.sanken.osaka-u.ac.jp/ieee/glossary.html). Then
appropriate libraries of terms should be built, in order to
facilitate future interlinking of ontologies that will reside on
different servers.
Various domain ontologies, to be developed by different domain specialists, should be used by authoring tools to support
development of Web-based educational contents and services as
in the following scenario. While the author is developing, say,
a course unit in one window, another window can be showing a
tree of available ontologies. By simply selecting an ontology
from that tree as a basis for the unit she is just developing,
the author gets full description of the ontology (its concepts
and terms, their relations, the constraints, and possible links
to other ontologies) in the third window. Upon saving the author’s work, the tool inserts pointers to the ontologies being used
into the Web page of the application automatically. Now the
course material can be truly distributed in many pages and on
different educational servers, yet all of the pages will be semantically interconnected through the network of ontologies and the
courseware developed for the application will be reusable.
What technology will provide technical, i.e., syntactic interoperability between the applications, ontologies, and course material in this scenario? Provided that the developers of future
authoring tools for Web-based educational applications take into
account the Semantic Web “layer cake,” then all the Web pages
and systems will ultimately (and automatically) get translated
into the fully interoperable XML/RDF applications, processable
by the same, already existing, and free software, such as XML
parsers (see http://www.w3.org/XML). Almost all current tools
for building ontologies for the semantic Web provide translators from the higher-level languages to XML/RDF, because the
Web technology today does support XML/RDF (unlike other
languages) in terms of interoperability and reusability.
VIII. QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS
An important practical, as well as research topic in the area
of IES is that of evaluation strategies and performance measures
(numeric) that could help quantify and rank a given learning environment and assess how different learning environments compare to each other. Note that evaluation is concerned with IES
performance and its decision making capabilities, as opposed
to assessment, which is about the effectiveness of the system by
measuring learner outcomes [22]. This section briefly overviews
different aspects of IES evaluation, such as common problems,
goals, methodology, strategies, approaches, and techniques, and
lists some specific metrics typically used in IES evaluation, both
Web-based and traditional. It also covers specific issues related
only to intelligent Web-based IES evaluation, showing a neutral
view of problems and failures of this technology.
A. Common Problems of IES Evaluation
Evaluating IES is difficult because the underlying theories
are either new or still under development, and there is no widespread agreement as to how the fundamental tasks (student modeling, adaptive pedagogical decision making, generation of instructional dialogues etc.) should be performed [23]. Although
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C. Evaluation Methodology, Strategies, Approaches and
Techniques

A frequently used approach to IES evaluation is conducting
some form of sensitivity analysis—values of some IES features and/or system parameters are varied in order to determine
which ones make the most difference in the system performance
and learning effectiveness [25]. For example, the accuracy of
mastered knowledge in the learner model can be varied, or
the amount of feedback the system offers to the learner can
be different in each run of the experiment. Since sensitivity
analysis requires repeating the experiments with high degree of
control, it is best conducted with simulated learners.
Another popular approach to IES evaluation is to conduct
a specifically designed learning experiment with the system
and human learners, such as having the learners solve a specific problem put by the system, and asking a human expert
to observe the experiment and evaluate the results and the
interaction between the learners and the system [26]. A suitable
technique here is to track and post-evaluate what the students
have done in solving the problem by analyzing their log files
and the transcript of their chat sessions in collaborative work.
Then the human expert’s solution/advice is compared to the
IES solution/advice.
Quantification of parameter values, the system features, the
quality of the advice generated by the system and other measurements is typically done using a predefined discrete values
on a certain numeric scale, or a set of descriptive values (e.g., the
quality of the advice can be ranked as “worth saying,” “so-so,”
“not worth saying.”) Descriptive values are counted and a tabular, spreadsheet, or graphical representation such as pie chart
is used to show the percentage of each.
Other techniques used for IES evaluation include online questionnaires, postings, assignments, email discussions, tracking
(in the log files) the paths through the nodes in the knowledge
base that the learners use to solve problems, recording and categorizing the errors they make, and varying in a controlled way
the level of difficulty of the exercises the system generates for
the learners.

Oliver et al. suggested a six-step methodology for IES evaluation [24].

D. Specific Metrics Used in IES Evaluation

IES community puts a lot of efforts in IES evaluation research,
systematic IES-specific evaluation frameworks are still lacking.
Moreover, it is extremely difficult to compare two or more
IES because realistic evaluation would require comparing systems in the same domain and aimed at the same target group
of learners; however, there are no many truly operational IES in
the same domain. Hence evaluation is typically done for a single
system and is combined with the assessment of learning effectiveness and quality of the learning material.
B. Evaluation Goals
The goal of evaluation may be to measure the performance
of an IES as a whole, or to evaluate a certain learning strategy/
theory or model underlying the system. For example, Mitrovic
et al. have analyzed the performance of constraint-based student
modeling approach used in their SQL-Tutor in such a way [23],
and so did Weber and Brusilovsky for their ELM-ART tutor in
the domain of LISP programming [16]. The goal can also be
to evaluate individual components of the system (e.g., the domain knowledge base and the user interface), or the level of its
adaptivity with respect to a selected learning goal(s) and/or parameter(s), as well as to measure the system’s navigation support for the learner or some of its built-in features and options.
Other possible goals of IES evaluation include analysis of the
system’s feedback to the student (such as hints, error messages,
and problem-solving help), obtaining an analytical model of the
quality of online courses, indicators of how well the system
matches the difficulty level of problems and exercises to the
learner’s knowledge level, statistics of using parts of the domain knowledge in the expert module in the learning process,
the time the learners take in order to complete solutions to some
problems, and so on.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

identification of the audience for the evaluation
selection of an evaluation question;
choice of an evaluation strategy;
choice of data collection methods;
choice of data analysis methods;
selection of the most appropriate format(s) for reporting
the findings.
Generally, the quality of an intelligent IES can be evaluated
against conventional teaching, as well as against a “dumbeddown” version of the system (obtained by removing its intelligent components), using pre- and post-tests with real students,
as well as with simulated students. Simulated students are computer models (simulations) of human learners. The advantage of
using simulated students is a higher level of control of the experimental setting, but it should be just a first step toward full
evaluation, since simulated students are too simplistic in comparison to real students in realistic environments [23]. Using real
students generates more realistic behavior and data and lowers
the evaluation costs, but is by far less controllable.

It is important to stress that no metric is ideal; many metrics
are subjective, many are best suited to specific environments,
and many are technology-dependent. Very often, it is actually a
metrics suite that is applied to measure a certain IES in a more
comprehensive way. Some typical metrics include [16], [23],
[25].
1) total interaction time the learner spent with the system
[min];
2) the number of attempted problems;
3) the number of solved problems;
4) total number of attempts to solve the problems;
5) number of problems solved in the first attempt;
6) number of attempts to solve problems that could not be
solved in the first attempt [attempts/problem];
7) problem solving speed [problem/min];
8) posterior probability of mastering a certain part of the
domain knowledge encoded in the expert module (useful
for updating the learner model);
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9) accuracies of mastered and unmastered parts of domain
knowledge encoded in the expert module;
10) simulated student competence (represented as a number
on a certain scale);
11) simulated student guessing factor (represented as a
number on a certain scale);
12) assessor guessing (represented as a number on a certain
scale);
13) observability of problem solving, teaching strategies,
and student models;
14) negative evidence;
15) the number of learner’s preferences that can be
configured;
16) the number of rules tapped by the assessment divided by
the estimated total number of rules in the task domain (a
quantitative measure of content validity).
E. Evaluation of Adaptive Web-Based IES
In addition to the general IES evaluation approaches and metrics listed above, there are some specific means of measuring
effectiveness in adaptive Web-based IES. These may be specifically related to the adaptive decisions that the system makes, the
efficiency and performance of the system and/or the algorithms
that the system employs [22]. However, there is no standard or
agreed evaluation framework for measuring the value and the
effectiveness of adaptation yielded by adaptive IES [27].
Weber and Brusilovsky evaluated the ELM-ART system
using feature-by-feature comparison of ELM-ART with other
adaptive IES for teaching programming-related subjects [16].
The features used for comparison were
1) adaptivity in organizing the course material, recommending examples, auto-evaluated questions, and
knowledge-based navigation support for examples and
solutions analysis (the systems compared were categorized as either adaptive or nonadaptive with respect to
this metric);
2) automated intelligent diagnosis of submitted and evaluated programs;
3) personalized curriculum sequencing;
4) possibility of adaptive testing;
5) adaptive link annotation (such as color fonts and special
symbols) and link removal mechanisms (e.g., removing
links to the pages note ready to be learned);
6) communication and collaboration support (such as email,
chat, forums).
Sensitivity analysis is used for evaluating adaptive Web-based
IES in terms of keeping or removing a certain adaptive feature
(such as adaptive navigation support and student modeling)
and comparing the two versions of the system with respect
to learning effectiveness [28]. On the other hand, Smith and
Blandford note that adaptivity should preferably be an inherent
part of a system, and so if it is removed from the system, the
system may not be fully functional [27]. Moreover, in their
study of adaptivity of their MLC tutor they found that using only
superficial measures of performance may be misleading—the
enhanced results alone may simply be the consequence of an

alternative interface and not directly a consequence of any
adaptation. The alternative way of adaptation they recommend
is to use machine learning techniques to dynamically generate
rules which hold generalized information about the learner’s
current area of interest and are used to construct a suggestion
list of links to follow at any point in time during the learning
session. This suggestion list is adaptive, reflecting the on-going
browsing activity.
A two-layer approach to evaluation of adaptive and personalized educational applications and services is proposed by
Karagianidis et al. [29]. In the first layer, the goal is to assess if
the conclusion drawn by the system concerning characteristics
of user-computer interaction is valid and if the learner’s
characteristics (e.g., his/her current learning goals, current
knowledge, preferences, and experience) are successfully
detected by the system and stored in the learner model. The
actual evaluation can be done by performing learning tests and
comparing the system’s conclusions to those of a human expert.
In the second layer, the validity and meaningfulness of the
system’s adaptation decision are evaluated for selected system
assumptions (e.g., evaluation of various adaptive features such
as adaptive presentation and/or navigation technique for a given
learning goal, or for specific learner’s interests and knowledge).
This evaluation can also be done by giving learners a particular
goal and assessing how specific kinds of adaptivity help with
that goal. The benefits of this layered evaluation approach are
most obvious when adaptation is unsuccessful, since problem
findings can be done in both layers and hence better localized.
F. Evaluation of Collaborative Web-Based IES
Issues specific to collaborative Web-based IES are also evaluated by having a human expert judge how “reasonable” is the
advice given by the system, in this case to the group of learners.
This can be done by analyzing events in which several candidate advice with different rankings exist, and comparing them
to human expert rankings using a suitable Euclidean measure of
distance between the system’s and the expert’s rankings [26].
Specific metrics in collaborative learning scenarios include
voting tracking, waiting for feedback timeout, participation balance for the group members (e.g., the number of contributions
to the problem solution made by each member and the quality of
contributions themselves), chat tracking, the time the group took
to develop the case study solution, the difficulties in the prerequisite knowledge the group members should have acquired
beforehand, the number of misunderstandings concerning the
case study, matching of the group members’ learner models,
and discussion encouragement intensity. Note that researchers
in the IES community stress that the ability to use and match
the models of multiple learners connected to a collaborative
Web-based IES is the key of adaptive collaboration support [16].
G. Toward Ontology-Based Evaluation of Web-Based IES
Since ontologies and the Semantic Web in general are a young
field of research, and educational ontologies themselves are just
starting to emerge, ontology-enhanced evaluation if intelligent
Web-based IES is still to come. However, there are already clear
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indications of some directions in which development of such
evaluation methodologies, approaches, and techniques can be
expected:
1) ontology-based evaluation of IES knowledge validity
(evaluating the contents of the system’s knowledge as
how well it is supported by various domain and educational ontologies);
2) evaluation of educational ontologies themselves (this will
require sound methods and techniques for evaluating the
quality of ontologies in general, specific learning- and
teaching-oriented methods for evaluating educational ontologies, as well as a wider acceptance of standards in the
area of education);
3) evaluation of ontology-enhanced educational services;
4) evaluation of automated ontology learning for educational ontologies.

IX. STATE OF THE ART
Although several research groups and developers of Webbased educational applications seem to realize the necessity of
paying more attention to ontologies and to the reality of current technological developments and trends, few of them have
already made practical steps in these directions. This section
briefly summarizes such efforts.
A. Relevant Working Groups
A part of the IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) is the P1484.12 learning object metadata (LOM)
working group that has recently developed a draft standard
for learning object metadata [30]. The draft LOM standard
addresses the problem of Web-based educational metadata
(information about educational objects on the Web) by defining
a structure for interoperable descriptions of learning objects.
In LOM, a learning object is defined as any entity—digital
or nondigital—that may be used for learning, education or
training. A metadata instance for a learning object describes
relevant characteristics of the learning object to which it
applies, such as the object’s name (title), structure, language,
version, size, etc. The characteristics are grouped into several
categories (e.g., general, life cycle, educational, and technical),
and the standard contains a large table describing all the characteristics in each category in detail. In Web-based educational
applications, such metadata help discover, manage, use, share
and exchange learning objects on the Web.
Note that the draft LOM standard builds upon the metadata
work by The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative (DCMI), which is
an open forum engaged in the development of interoperable online metadata standards that support a broad range of purposes
and business models (http://dublincore.org/). DCMI Education
Working Group develops proposals for the use of Dublin Core
metadata in the description of educational resources. The draft
LOM standard defines the mapping from its characteristics of
learning objects to what is called unqualified Dublin Core Metadata Element Set.
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LOM specifies a conceptual data model—it merely defines
metadata of learning objects, but does not provide any specific
encoding of metadata. The CID group (Center for user-oriented
IT Design) of the Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm,
Sweden, has developed RDF binding of LOM metadata [31].
Essentially, the binding defines a set of RDF constructs that facilitates introduction of educational metadata into the Semantic
Web. It is specified as a table defining the RDF property to use
for each element in the draft LOM standard. This is very important for future Web-based intelligent educational applications,
since such a binding enables the RDF-based exchange of LOM
instances between applications that implement the LOM data
model. In collaboration with the University of Hannover, Germany, and Stanford University, USA, and other participants,
the CID group has also developed Edutella, a metadata-based
peer-to-peer system for handling educational resources [32].
The activities of the W3C Web-Ontology (WebOnt) Working
Group are focused on the development of Web Ontology
Language (OWL) [33] and its relationship with
an earlier ontology development language [34]. Although
not designed specifically for Web-based educational applications, both languages provide powerful tools for developing
ontologies and have already got a significant momentum,
hence should be certainly considered as important enabling
technologies in Web-based education for the time being. The
two languages are similar and both have layered structure,
from versions supporting core features (e.g., OWL Lite) to full
versions (OWL Full).
The ARIADNE Foundation (http://www.ariadne-eu.org/)
develops tools and methodologies for producing, managing
and reusing computer-based pedagogical elements. Its Educational Metadata Recommendation [35], is an application
profile/implementation of the LOM specification that takes into
account the specific needs and requirements of a community
that is highly representative of European Higher Education and
Continuing Professional Training. Similarly, EdNA (Education
Network Australia) is an Australian national framework for
collaboration on the use of the Internet in education and
training; it is organized around Australian curriculum and
offers the DCMI-based EdNA Metadata Standard to support
interoperability across all sectors of education and training
in Australia in the area of online resource discovery and
management (http://www.edna.edu.au/metadata/).
IMS Global Learning Consortium delivers a set of specifications pertaining to different issues in online learning, such
as learning design, curriculum sequencing, content packaging,
learner information, and question and test interoperability
(http://www.imsproject.org/). The Advanced Distributed
Learning (ADL) Initiative, sponsored by the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (OSD), aims at establishing the interoperability of learning tools and course content on a global scale,
anywhere and anytime (http://www.adlnet.org/). ADL best
known product is SCORM (Sharable Content Object Reference
Model), a collection of specifications adapted from multiple
sources (such as IMS, IEEE, and ARIADNE) to provide
interoperability, accessibility and reusability of Web-based
learning content, and is meant for content developers, learning
designers and learning management system (LMS) vendors.
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B. Example—The Universal Project
There already are some Web-based educational applications that implement a number of the key issues discussed in
Section V. For example, the objective of the Universal project
(http://www.ist-universal.org/) is to set up an open repository
for learning resources on the Web and use it to establish an
infrastructure for exchange of activities and collaboration
among faculty members of European institutions of higher
education. In fact, the repository is supposed to facilitate an
open exchange of learning resources among participating
parties. A learning resource is a form of highly specialized
academic content, such as a short video, a simulation, or even a
complete course, and is generally composed of several learning
objects (which are associated with physical resources). The
project aims at cataloguing and delivery of both live educational
sessions and packaged content. It represents learning objects
in the repository starting from LOM, but introduces some new
attributes and modifies some of those proposed by LOM. The
implementation of such learning objects and resources is based
on RDF and RDF Schemas, many of which are available from
the project’s site.
C. Learner’s Perspective
It would be a mistake to conclude that current and forthcoming developments can make IES replace human teachers.
Given the fact that learning is a complex cognitive activity,
learners certainly cannot rely solely on machines when capturing and mastering knowledge of a certain domain. Still,
IES are useful tools in the sense that in many cases improve
the learning effectiveness. With ontologies, the semantic Web,
and Web-based IES, it becomes much more comfortable for
learners to get quick access to numerous learning resources
they need and to filter out automatically those that are not
essential to their needs. But learners still have to talk to teachers
and other learners; IES support that communication and bring
technology to automate it and improve it.
X. CONCLUSIONS
As an extremely large system with various specialized reasoning services, the semantic Web is expected to provide a qualitatively new level of service and to help pull intelligent systems out of isolation and brittleness. Note, however, that we are
only at the beginning of developing such a “knowledge Web.”
In the domain of education, standard ontologies must be developed to cover different aspects of teaching and learning and
thus provide the necessary armature for building next-generation learning systems on the Web, sharing domain and pedagogical knowledge among the systems, and ensure interoperability
and suitable machine interpretation of the course material. Only
after that happens, numerous learners will truly enjoy the semantic Web as the learning Web.
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